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AdministriviaAdministrivia
HW#4 due next TuesdayHW#4 due next Tuesday
II’’ll be in Seattle next week; ll be in Seattle next week; SuhitSuhit will lecture in will lecture in 
place of meplace of me

HeHe’’s eminently qualified for the next topics eminently qualified for the next topic

1 point on midterm problem 31 point on midterm problem 3……

Custom data typesCustom data types

WouldnWouldn’’t it be nice for HW#3 to have a single t it be nice for HW#3 to have a single ““entityentity””
to refer to bank account, so we can have an array of to refer to bank account, so we can have an array of 
bank accountsbank accounts instead of two separate arrays?instead of two separate arrays?
We can declare such a We can declare such a structurestructure (C) or (C) or objectobject (Java)(Java)

WeWe’’ll set it up so that it contains a String and a doublell set it up so that it contains a String and a double
We then access We then access componentscomponents of that of that ““bank accountbank account””

You should be learning languageYou should be learning language--specific skills for this specific skills for this 
nownow
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How complicated?How complicated?

Data structures & types can be almost as complicated Data structures & types can be almost as complicated 
as you wantas you want
You can nest complex data structuresYou can nest complex data structures

For example, a bank account can contain an array of For example, a bank account can contain an array of 
dependentsdependents
You can have an array of bank accounts in a BranchYou can have an array of bank accounts in a Branch
You can have an array of Branches in a You can have an array of Branches in a BankInstitutionBankInstitution
And so onAnd so on……

How can we organize all this stuff!?How can we organize all this stuff!?
Take CS3134, and youTake CS3134, and you’’ll learn all the details.  Herell learn all the details.  Here’’s a few.s a few.
You wonYou won’’t have to worry about the implementation details t have to worry about the implementation details ––
wewe’’re focusing only on the basic conceptsre focusing only on the basic concepts

““ListList”” data abstractiondata abstraction

The most common way to organize things is in a The most common way to organize things is in a 
listlist

An array is one type of a list An array is one type of a list –– itit’’s s staticstatic sizewisesizewise; ; 
““contiguous listcontiguous list””

What are basic What are basic conceptualconceptual operations on a list?operations on a list?
How do these conceptual operations work with How do these conceptual operations work with 
an array?an array?
Can we organize lists in any different fashion?Can we organize lists in any different fashion?

Linked ListLinked List

Idea: instead of allocating Idea: instead of allocating oneone block of memory block of memory 
and dividing it into individual cells, create lots of and dividing it into individual cells, create lots of 
individual scattered cells and connect them individual scattered cells and connect them 
together in one long chaintogether in one long chain
Advantages:Advantages:

InfiniteInfinite--length length –– just allocate another blockjust allocate another block
Easy to insert or remove an element in the middleEasy to insert or remove an element in the middle

Disadvantages:Disadvantages:
Lots of memory managementLots of memory management
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Stacks and QueuesStacks and Queues

Variation on lists to support specific problemsVariation on lists to support specific problems
Stacks follow a Stacks follow a LIFOLIFO policy (lastpolicy (last--in, firstin, first--out)out)

““PushPush”” and and ““poppop”” operationsoperations

Queues follow a Queues follow a FIFOFIFO policy (firstpolicy (first--in, firstin, first--out)out)
EnqueueEnqueue, , dequeuedequeue

Both have numerous applications in computingBoth have numerous applications in computing
Stacks used to keep track of procedure callsStacks used to keep track of procedure calls
Queues used for print queuesQueues used for print queues

TreesTrees

Instead of just a linear data structure, why canInstead of just a linear data structure, why can’’t we have t we have 
something more flexible?something more flexible?
Trees are called such because they have nodes that are Trees are called such because they have nodes that are 
arranged into a hierarchy with a arranged into a hierarchy with a rootroot, , leavesleaves, and , and childrenchildren
Most popular kind of tree is a Most popular kind of tree is a binarybinary tree, where every tree, where every 
node has two childrennode has two children
Binary Binary searchsearch trees provide faster ways to search of trees provide faster ways to search of 
information: information: O(logO(log n) for insert, remove, searchn) for insert, remove, search

YesYes, this is a whirlwind tour, this is a whirlwind tour

Data Structures, W3134, covers all of these in Data Structures, W3134, covers all of these in 
much greater detail, including implementationmuch greater detail, including implementation
Just make sure you understand the concepts and Just make sure you understand the concepts and 
the basic algorithms involved with themthe basic algorithms involved with them
BrookshearBrookshear has a decent discussion of thesehas a decent discussion of these
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Next timeNext time

SuhitSuhit will teach you guys the basics of a will teach you guys the basics of a 
computer (i.e., computer architecture)computer (i.e., computer architecture)


